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The Kiesel Guitars Custom Shop is excited to announce the all-new Lightspeed Series
headless guitars. Available in 6 and 7 string models, as well as multiscale variants, the
Lightspeed is modeled on the popular Hyperdrive Series, in a headless design. Like all
Kiesel Guitars Custom Shop instruments, the Lightspeed Series is made in the USA,
and loaded with features, along with having Kiesel Guitars full complement of Custom
Shop options available. The Lightspeed LS6 is a boutique instrument, without the
boutique price, and you can build your Lightspeed exactly the way you want it, and be
the proud owner of an instrument that will last you a lifetime, and that will really stand
out on stage. 

The only way to appreciate the performance of a Kiesel Guitars instrument is to use it
in your own environment, giving it the test of "real world" performance. Take 10 days to try out your Lightspeed LS6. If
you're not completely satisfied, you can return it - no questions asked. Your trial period starts when the merchandise is
received by you, not when it's shipped. Really give it a workout. If you're not satisfied for any reason, send it back for a
prompt refund or exchange - you would only be responsible for the return shipping. (US and Canada customers only;
international customers, see here) 

Lightspeed Series guitars are not available in left-handed configurations. 

The LS6 is built at the Kiesel Guitars Custom Shop in Escondido, California. 

Lightspeed LS6 Headless Guitar Specifications: 

construction neck through
scale length 25.5"

body alder
neck Eastern hardrock maple with 2-way adjustable truss rod and dual carbon-fiber rods for additional strength & stability

fingerboard ebony, 20" radius

LIST PRICE: $2,699.00
DIRECT PRICE: $1,549.00
SALE PRICE: $1,449.00

STANDARD SHIPPING: $35.00

only $47
per month*

* with the Kiesel Card - Apply Today!
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fingerboard ebony, 20  radius
inlays white pearl dots

neck width 1.67" wide @ nut, .792" thick @ 1st fret, .890" thick @ 12th fret, 2.25" wide @ 24th fret
hardware black

bridge Hipshot™ hardtail; optional Hipshot/Kiesel Tremolo System
frets 24 stainless steel medium-jumbo, .103 wide X .048 tall

pickup Kiesel K12 humbuckers
electronics master volume controls, 3-way pickup selector

strings 1046 standard single-ball end strings
dimensions 31.5" long, 1.66" thick body, 12" wide body

average weight 7.5 lbs
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